Welcome to the world of AZ Toys!
AZ Toys is a well-known brand created by the AZ Group of companies, with
the international offices in Poland, Estonia and Belarus. Drawing on 25+ years
of experience, our team of highly skilled specialists successfully combines
high educational standards with entertainment area to create unique and
advanced toys.
We are proud to provide the little ones with a wide range of smart interactive
toys − from tablets, kids’ pads, smartphones, musical pianos and musical
mats, active learning toys to educational cards, clever pens, microphones
and unusual puzzles. Designed for children from 0 to 8, our toys encourage
interaction and inspire learning through play. Our products spark kids’
enthusiasm for exploring and discovering new things, and teach them to
think outside the box. We see our goal in making children excited about
learning; that’s why ‘playing to get smart’ is our key principle.

The AZ Group of companies is a permanent participant in top international
fairs where we are pleased to unveil our cutting-edge novelties, and exchange
valuable ideas with colleagues. Striving to offer the best possible solutions, we
constantly extend our assortment and increase our professional experience.
Our partners worldwide have already appreciated the originality, variety and
excellent quality we are committed to. The policy of our cooperation is based
on flexibility. We offer diverse and mutually advantageous partnership including OEM and ODM. Multilanguage support and different options of packing
allow us to be adaptive to any culture and market and to set affordable prices.
We invite you to discover the whole range of our toys and develop successful
cooperative relationship with us. We will be glad to see you as a distributor of
our existing products!
You are welcome to learn more about AZ Toys at www.az-toys.com.
We will be excited to share our success with you!
Sincerely Yours,
The AZ Toys Team

Introduction

We place the utmost importance on the safety and quality of our products. All
of our toys comply with European and international manufacturing and safety
standards. Our ambitious projects are carried out by talented and dedicated
educators, methodologists, illustrators, designers, actors, narrators, sound
supervisors and engineers. In order to deliver a highly adaptive product, we
take into consideration all emerging tendencies and cultural aspects of the
toy market.
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ABC Hedgehog
ABC Hedgehog
ref. AZT-124-A-001

2+
∞∞ 15 two-sided tiles
∞∞ The alphabet
∞∞ Letter names and sounds
∞∞ Words
∞∞ Popular songs

Dimensions (mm)
250x280x100
160x160x50

Active learning toys

A smart and merry
Baby Hedgehog helps
little ones learn animals and
their voices, memorize the
ABCs, numbers and shapes —
just give him his mushroom!
And pressing on the apple
button, a kid will hear
lively tunes!
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Learn and Play Puppy
Learn and Play Puppy
Coming soon
ref. AZT-89-A-001

1+
∞∞ First knowledge
∞∞ Educational songs
∞∞ Amusing tunes
∞∞ Farm animals and facts
about them

Dimensions (mm)
196x218x110

Active learning toys

137x163x95
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This clever
puppy will become
a little one’s best friend!
It can tell all about farm
animals, teach how to count
to five, help to memorize
letters, shapes and colours,
and even sing some
amusing songs!

Sound Cube
Playful Learning

ref. AZT-56-A-004

1+
∞∞ 8 amusing tunes
∞∞ 12 funny phrases
∞∞ 17 cute sounds

Dimensions (mm)
110x140x105
100x100

Active learning toys

This amazing
speaking cube will
become a little one’s
favourite toy! All a child
needs to do is to turn it to
learn colours, numbers,
ABCs, hear animal voices,
amusing phrases, cheerful
songs and mixes while
playing!

First Knowledge

Best Songs

First Animals

ref. AZT-56-A-002

ref. AZT-56-A-003

ref. AZT-56-A-001

1+

∞∞ 6 colours and numbers
∞∞ 6 amusing tunes
∞∞ 6 funny phrases

1+

∞∞ 6 tunes and mixes
∞∞ 6 favourite songs
∞∞ 6 funny phrases

1+

∞∞ 6 funny phrases
∞∞ 6 life-like animal sounds
∞∞ 12 amusing tunes
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Animal Stacking Ball
Cute Kitten

Sweet Bear

ref. AZT-75-A-002

1+

Active learning toys

∞∞ 12 songs and sounds
∞∞ 2 toys in one

ref. AZT-75-A-001

1+

140x240x140
140x150

∞∞ 12 songs and sounds
∞∞ 2 toys in one

Sing and Dance Ball
Sing and Dance Ball
ref. AZT-119-A-001

2+
∞∞ Popular melodies
∞∞ Educational songs
∞∞ Favourite fairy tales
∞∞ Flashing lights
∞∞ The toy dances
to the music

Dimensions (mm)
190x220x165
165x160x135
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Dimensions (mm)

Peek-a-Boo-Puppy
Peek-a-boo-Puppy
ref. AZT-128-A-001

1+
∞∞ Popular melodies
and mixes
∞∞ Educational songs
∞∞ Beloved fairy tales
∞∞ Tactile ears and paws

Dimensions (mm)
186x210x120
165x160x110

Musical Stack&Shake

Active learning toys

Peek-a-boo
Puppy is a funny
mischief maker! He
likes playing hide-andseek, knows lots of popular
tunes and songs about the
first knowledge, and is also
happy to tell fascinating
fairy tales!

Baby Tiger
ref. AZT-42-A-001

1+

This adorable
Baby Tiger combines
three games! Bright
colourful rings are easily
assembled into a pyramid. The
ball responds to movement
and plays groovy melodies,
while the roly-poly
swings merrily in time
to the music!

∞∞ 3-in-1: roly-poly, pyramid and ball
∞∞ 15 fun tunes and sounds
∞∞ Colours, numbers and sizes
∞∞ Flashing lights

Dimensions (mm)
150x250x150
120x210x120
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Go and Glow
Smart Puppy
ref. AZT-120-A-001
Coming soon

1+
∞∞ Flashing lights
∞∞ 14 sounds and melodies
∞∞ Numbers, colours, shapes
∞∞ Funny phrases
∞∞ Tactile inserts
∞∞ It goes with light and sound

Dimensions (mm)
240x257x145

Active learning toys

185x175x175
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This cute puppy
will be a great friend
for a little one! It barks,
speaks, moves, wags its tail,
sings songs and teaches the
first knowledge! This puppy
makes learning and
playing super fun!

Go–Go Babies
Baby Cow
ref. AZT-85-A-001

∞∞ 14 songs, tunes and sounds
∞∞ Pat the magic forelock!
∞∞ Pull – the toy rides itself!

1+

Dimensions (mm)
170x120x102
70x95x100

Baby Pig
ref. AZT-85-A-002

∞∞ 14 songs, tunes and sounds
∞∞ Pat the magic forelock!
∞∞ Pull – the toy rides itself!

1+

Dimensions (mm)
170x120x102
70x95x100

Baby Puppy

Baby Tiger

Baby Elephant

ref. AZT-85-A-003

ref. AZT-85-A-004

ref. AZT-85-A-005

1+
∞∞ 14 songs, tunes and sounds
∞∞ Pat the magic forelock!
∞∞ Pull – the toy rides itself!

Dimensions (mm)

1+
∞∞ 14 songs, tunes and sounds
∞∞ Pat the magic forelock!
∞∞ Pull – the toy rides itself!

Dimensions (mm)

Active learning toys

An adorable
Baby cow will
become a real friend for
any little one! Funny songs,
merry sounds and tunes will
catch the child’s attention and
won’t let them get bored.
The Baby cow has a bright
forelock — pat it and
it will talk!

1+
∞∞ 14 songs, tunes and sounds
∞∞ Pat the magic forelock!
∞∞ Pull – the toy rides itself!

Dimensions (mm)

170x120x102

170x120x102

170x120x102

70x95x100

70x95x100

70x95x100
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Light Up
Kitten Roller
ref. AZT-84-A-001

1+
∞∞ 6 tunes
with funny sounds
∞∞ Flashing lights

Dimensions (mm)
160x195x95

Active learning toys

122x98x79

Puppy Roller

Calf Roller

ref. AZT-84-A-003

ref. AZT-84-A-002

Dimensions (mm)

Dimensions (mm)

160x195x95

160x195x95

124x102x79

128x95x79

Animal Friends
Puppy

Dimensions (mm)

ref. AZT-83-A-001

190x150x100
145x131x94

18m +
∞∞ 5 funny phrases
∞∞ 8 tunes
with amusing
sounds
∞∞ 4 famous
songs

Kitten

ref. AZT-83-A-002

Dimensions (mm)
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Foal

ref. AZT-83-A-003

Dimensions (mm)

190x150x100

190x150x100

143x129x83

159x138x78

Pull-along
Baby Lion
ref. AZT-67-A-003

18m +
∞∞ 10 popular songs and tunes
∞∞ Numbers and shapes
∞∞ Flashing lights

Dimensions (mm)
190x207x115
157x132x98

Active learning toys

A playful Baby Lion
knows numbers, shapes
and many funny songs and
tunes! The cute buttons on
his back light up. With such
a sweet toy, a baby will have
fun playing and learning
at the same time!

Baby Elephant

Baby Hippo

Baby Turtle

ref. AZT-67-A-001

ref. AZT-67-A-002

ref. AZT-67-A-004

18m +

Dimensions (mm)

18m +

Dimensions (mm)

18m +

Dimensions (mm)

190x207x145

190x207x115

190x207x115

176x124x136

173x121x98

161x124x98
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Talky Blocks baby
Puppy
ref. AZT-130-A-001

18m +

Sound blocks

∞∞ Sound button
with light
∞∞ 10 pieces
∞∞ 10+ tunes
and
sounds

The construction
set Talky Blocks baby –
Puppy is created specially
for the littlest inventors! This
fabulous set will allow a baby to
assemble a cute puppy pet with
their own hands from 10 large
pieces! And the glowing music
button will help bring the
character to life!

Dimensions (mm)
240x180x70
piece

31x51x31

Deer
ref. AZT-130-A-003

18m +
∞∞ Sound button with light
∞∞ 10 pieces
∞∞ 10+ tunes and sounds

Dimensions (mm)
240x180x70
piece

31x51x31

Cow
ref. AZT-130-A-002

18m +
∞∞ Sound button with light
∞∞ 11 pieces
∞∞ 10+ tunes and sounds
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Hare
ref. AZT-130-A-004

18m +
∞∞ Sound button
with light
∞∞ 10 pieces
∞∞ 10+ tunes
and sounds

Dimensions (mm)
240x180x70
piece

31x51x31

Sound blocks

Tiger
ref. AZT-130-A-005

18m +
∞∞ Sound button
with light
∞∞ 10 pieces
∞∞ 10+ tunes
and sounds

Dimensions (mm)
240x180x70
piece

31x51x31
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Racing Car
ref. AZT-130-A-010

18m +
∞∞ Sound button
with light
∞∞ 10 pieces
∞∞ 10+ tunes
and sounds

Dimensions (mm)
240x180x70

Sound blocks

piece

31x51x31

Crane Truck
ref. AZT-130-A-009

18m +
∞∞ Sound button with light
∞∞ 10 pieces
∞∞ 10+ tunes and sounds

Dimensions (mm)
240x180x70
piece

31x51x31

Train
ref. AZT-130-A-008

18m +
∞∞ Sound button with light
∞∞ 10 pieces
∞∞ 10+ tunes and sounds
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Dimensions (mm)
240x180x70
piece

31x51x31

Fire Engine
ref. AZT-130-A-007

18m +
∞∞ Sound button with light
∞∞ 10 pieces
∞∞ 10+ tunes and sounds

Dimensions (mm)
240x180x70
piece

31x51x31

Dimensions (mm)

ref. AZT-130-A-006

240x180x70
piece

31x51x31

Sound blocks

Bus

18m +
∞∞ Sound button
with light
∞∞ 10 pieces
∞∞ 10+ tunes
and sounds

The construction
set Talky Blocks baby –
Bus is created specially
for the littlest inventors! This
fabulous set will allow a baby to
assemble an impressive bus with
their own hands from 10 large
pieces! And the glowing music
button will help bring the
vehicle to life!
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Hello, Zoo
ref. AZT- 130-A-011

18m +
∞∞ Meet the animals,
learn numbers
∞∞ Build and get
creative!
∞∞ Listen to funny
tunes!
∞∞ Sound button
with light
∞∞ 20 pieces
∞∞ 2 push-cars

Dimensions (mm)
320x240x70

Sound blocks

piece
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31x51x31

Chug-chugchug! It is so much fun
to turn 20 pieces and two
push-cars of the amazing
set Talky Blocks baby – Hello,
Zoo into a merry train with
animal passengers on board
and set off on an exciting
trip together with them to
meet adventures!

Around the Farm
ref. AZT- 130-A-012

18m +
∞∞ Meet the animals,
learn numbers
∞∞ Build and get
creative!
∞∞ Listen to funny
tunes!
∞∞ Sound button
with light
∞∞ 19 pieces
∞∞ 2 push-cars

Dimensions (mm)
320x240x70
piece

31x51x31

Sound blocks

Vroom-vroom!
Curious little ones will
enjoy turning 19 pieces and
two push-cars of the amazing
set Talky Blocks baby – Around
the Farm into a merry tractor
with adorable farm animals
on board and ride them
quick as the wind!
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Teach Me Cubes
Clever Tortoise
ref. AZT-127-A-003

2+
∞∞ Over 100 sounds,
tunes and mixes
∞∞ 40 questions
and tasks
∞∞ 5 talking cubes
∞∞ Funny ABCs
∞∞ Toy on wheels
∞∞ Bright light

Dimensions (mm)
Cube size: 45x45

Sound blocks

240x235x155
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150x105x55

A little one will be
excited to play and learn
with the interactive Clever
Tortoise! Learning the alphabet
while inserting the cubes, checking
the knowledge while playing
a captivating game, popular
melodies, songs and funny
mixes – the tortoise has a lot
to surprise any kid!

Clever Hedgehog
ref. AZT-127-A-004

2+
∞∞ Over 100 sounds,
tunes and melodies
∞∞ 48 questions
and tasks
∞∞ 5 talking cubes
∞∞ First knowledge
∞∞ Toy on wheels
∞∞ Bright light

Dimensions (mm)
Cube size: 45x45
240x235x155
120x65x60

Sound blocks

Learning
together with
the interactive Clever
Hedgehog is so easy! All it
takes to learn colours, numbers,
shapes, animals and vehicles is
to insert the cubes. A captivating
game and popular melodies
ensure endless
fun!
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Kids’Pad baby
Do Re Mi in the Forest
ref. AZT-02-A-021

2+
∞∞ 7 animal voices
∞∞ 7 musical instruments
∞∞ 20 funny mixes
and melodies
∞∞ 3 modes to play

Dimensions* (mm)
320x232x35

Educational tablets

241 x 185

This colourful
musical pad with sweet
tunes and merry games will
bring lots of positive moments
to a little one! The kid will learn
how forest animals talk, how
musical instruments sound, as
well as will try their hand at
playing their first tune on
the magic piano.

Roar at the Zoo
ref. AZT-02-A-022

(*) Different types of packing available

2+
∞∞ 7 animal voices
∞∞ 6 musical
instruments
∞∞ 20 funny mixes
and melodies
∞∞ 3 modes to play

Dimensions* (mm)
320x232x35
241 x 185

(*) Different types of packing available

My First Animals
ref. AZT-02-A-012

2+
∞∞ Colourful illustrations
∞∞ 17 animal sounds
∞∞ 17 amusing melodies
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Dimensions* (mm)
320x232x35
241x185
(*) Different types of packing available

Kids’Pad storyteller
Princess World
ref. AZT-02-A-003

3+
∞∞ 5 princess fairy tales
∞∞ 17 funny sounds and phrases
∞∞ 5 princess theme melodies

Dimensions* (mm)
320x232x35
243x190

Bible Stories

Fairy Tales

ref. AZT-02-A-018

ref. AZT-02-A-002

3+

3+
∞∞ 5 famous Bible stories
∞∞ Character phrases
∞∞ Merry sounds

Educational tablets

It is so
exciting to plunge
into the wonderful
Princess World! Pressing the
buttons, a child will enjoy
listening to the famous
fairy tales about charming
princesses, lovely voices,
merry tunes and
melodies!

Dimensions* (mm)
320x232x35
243x190

Once Upon a Time
ref. AZT-02-A-013

3+
∞∞ 5 fairy tales
∞∞ 22 sounds: phrases
and character voices
∞∞ Delightful illustrations

Dimensions* (mm)
320x232x35

∞∞ 10 favourite fairy tales
∞∞ 5 interesting fables
∞∞ 5 popular songs
∞∞ 5 famous lullabies

Dimensions* (mm)
265x300x35
190x243

243x190
(*) Different types of packing available
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Kids’ Pad
Traffic Safety

ref. AZT-02-A-011

3+
∞∞ 40 traffic regulations,
traffic signs and cars
∞∞ 50 merry tunes
and words
∞∞ 5 amusing melodies
∞∞ 25 captivating games
and interesting
questions

Dimensions* (mm)

It’s so entertaining
to learn traffic rules
with the Traffic Safety
Pad! The kid will listen to
the names of road signs and
markings, names of vehicles
and their sounds, and play
a captivating game. Merry
melodies will add
to the fun!

Educational tablets

265x300x35
185x241

My First ABC
ref. AZT-02-A-001

3+
∞∞ Alphabet letters, counting
and 10 colours
∞∞ 7 favourite songs
and funny sounds
∞∞ Real animal voices

Dimensions* (mm)
265x300x35
185x241

First Words
ref. AZT-02-A-005

Find the Match
3+
∞∞ Over 150 merry
sounds
∞∞ 50 first words in
two languages
(English-Spanish)
∞∞ 3 famous songs

Dimensions* (mm)
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(*) Different types of packing available

ref. AZT-02-A-014

3+
∞∞ 24 animal voices
∞∞ 24 logical pairs
∞∞ 2 interesting games
∞∞ 5 favourite melodies

Dimensions* (mm)

265x300x35

265x300x35

185x241

185x241

Fun on the Farm
ref. AZT-02-A-015

3+
∞∞ 8 animal voices
∞∞ 8 curious facts
∞∞ 39 fun questions
∞∞ Amusing tunes: the
animals sing along!

Dimensions* (mm)
320x232x35
241x185

Smart Quest
ref. AZT-02-A-006

3+
∞∞ Roll-and-move game
∞∞ 17 animal voices
∞∞ 6 amusing melodies
∞∞ Interesting tasks and questions

Dimensions* (mm)
320x232x35
241x185

Sea Creatures

Musical Rainbow

ref. AZT-02-A-020

ref. AZT-02-A-017

3+

Educational tablets

The noisy
farm with many
different animals opens
its doors! It is so great to
press the pictures with cute
farm dwellers and listen to
their voices! Press the mode
buttons and listen to
curious facts to play
fun games.

3+

Dimensions* (mm)
320x232x35
241x185

∞∞ 20 educational phrases and sounds
∞∞ 15 popular songs and tunes
∞∞ 3 captivating games
∞∞ 30 curious questions
∞∞ Numbers, colours, shapes

∞∞ Numbers and colours
∞∞ Merry farm animals
∞∞ Magic piano
∞∞ Interesting riddles
∞∞ 2 games and 8 songs
(*) Different types of packing available
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Ask Me a Riddle
ref. AZT-02-A-010

3+
∞∞ 30 animals and their voices
∞∞ Amazing game: Ask me a riddle
∞∞ 5 favourite songs

Dimensions* (mm)
320x232x35

Educational tablets

241x185
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It is so easy and
fun to learn different
animals with a Wise Owl!
Choosing a game mode
allows a kid to check their
knowledge, guess animal
voices or play the riddle
game. All it takes to enjoy
merry melodies is
to press a music
button!

Little Expert

My First Atlas
ref. AZT-02-A-004

ref. AZT-02-A-016

3+

3+

∞∞ 200 interesting questions
∞∞ 200 sounds and voices
∞∞ 20 topics – 20 games
∞∞ Groovy melodies
∞∞ Levels: Novice, Learner, Expert

∞∞ Over 40 facts about animals, oceans
and continents
∞∞ Real animal voices
∞∞ Merry melodies
∞∞ 3 modes: sounds, information, game

Dimensions* (mm)

Dimensions* (mm)

320x232x35

320x232x35

241x185

241x185

(*) Different types of packing available

Human Body
ref. AZT-02-A-007

3+
∞∞ Captivating “questionanswer” game
∞∞ 2 modes
∞∞ 24 informative sounds
∞∞ 22 educational phrases

Dimensions* (mm)
320x232x35
241x185

Discovering Dinos
ref. AZT-02-A-008

Educational tablets

This amazing
educational Pad will
teach a little one how
various organs interact,
what they are for and many
other facts. Merry tunes and
curious questions will make
the educational process
captivating and fun!

3+
Dimensions* (mm)
320x232x35
241x185

∞∞ 11 dino sounds
∞∞ 11 curious facts
∞∞ 20 fun questions
∞∞ 4 fascinating melodies

Solar System

ref. AZT-02-A-009

3+
Dimensions* (mm)
320x232x35
241x185

∞∞ 17 outer-space sounds
∞∞ 17 curious facts
∞∞ 17 interesting questions
∞∞ 4 amusing melodies

(*) Different types of packing available
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Drawing Tablet
Let’s Learn ABC
ref. AZT-03-A-001

3+
∞∞ 3D cardboard
glasses + marker
∞∞ 26 alphabet sounds
∞∞ 26 drawing tasks
∞∞ 6 funny melodies
∞∞ Step-by-step
drawing instructions

Dimensions* (mm)
320x232x35

Educational tablets

241x185
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It is so cool to
become a real artist
with the ultra modern 3D
Drawing Tablet! The kid will
be amazed to put on advanced
3D glasses and draw mega
dimensional pictures with the
marker, learn the alphabet
and listen to merry
sounds!

Clever Pad
I Can Count
ref. AZT-51-A-001

3+
∞∞ Learn to count
with a calculator
∞∞ Memorize shapes
∞∞ Meet exotic animals
∞∞ Listen to funny sounds
∞∞ Play amusing games
∞∞ One toy for all the fun

Dimensions (mm)
220x270x30
134x198

Educational tablets

The stylish, useful and
entertaining Pad is perfect
for learning and having fun!
It will teach a kid numbers,
shapes and exotic animals, as
well as how to add, subtract
and use a calculator to
solve math problems.

I Know a Lot

I Know ABC

ref. AZT-51-A-002

ref. AZT-51-A-003

3+

3+
∞∞ Learn numbers,
colours and
shapes
∞∞ Meet farm
animals
∞∞ Listen to
funny sounds
∞∞ Play amusing
games
∞∞ Get the first
knowledge

∞∞ Learn the ABCs
∞∞ Meet the animals
∞∞ Play ABC games
∞∞ Get the first
knowledge
∞∞ Dance to the music
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AZ Reader
Wise Fables
ref. AZT-06-A-002

3+
∞∞ 7 spreads with famous illustrated
fables
∞∞ 4 modes: listen to a fable, listen to
best-loved characters’ phrases, play
mode and song mode

Dimensions (mm)

Tablets with touch screen pages

268x248x40
189x240

The talking AZ
Reader will narrate
fascinating fables and ask
interesting questions! Funny
characters, merry sounds
and lovely voices let the kids’
beloved fables come to life!
Captivating games will
add to the fun!

Fairy Tales
ref. AZT-06-A-001

3+

∞∞ 7 spreads with illustrated fairy tales
∞∞ 4 modes: listen to a fairy tale, listen to best-loved
characters’ phrases, play mode and song mode

Dimensions (mm)
268x248x40
189x240
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AZ PAD
All about Animals
ref. AZT-05-A-001

3+
∞∞ 6 screen pages with a new subject
on each page
∞∞ 12 talking pictures on each page
∞∞ 150 various sounds
∞∞ 18 games and tasks

Dimensions (mm)
248x268x40

AZ Pad is a unique
learning book-toy with
ring-bound pages and
many interactive games!
Pressing the bright buttons
activates the pages, and
a kid will meet animals,
hear their voices, learn
colours, shapes and
numbers!

Clever Games

Tablets with touch screen pages

240x189

ref. AZT-05-A-002

3+
∞∞ 6 screen pages with a new
subject on each page
∞∞ 12 talking pictures
on each page
∞∞ 150 various sounds
∞∞ 18 games and tasks

Dimensions (mm)
248x268x40
240x189
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Baby Smartphone
First Knowledge
ref. AZT-09-A-004

3+

Toy smartphones

∞∞ Listen to real animal voices
∞∞ Learn numbers, shapes and colours
∞∞ 46 sounds and phrases
∞∞ 5 favourite
melodies
∞∞ 5 phone
Let’s get the first
tunes
knowledge together

with a cute Baby Smartphone
for the most curious little
ones! Meet the animals, count
to 9, learn bright colours and
shapes! Five favourite tunes
will make the educational
process exciting and
entertaining!

160x220x33
74x143x11

Smart Phone
My First One,
Two, Three!

Fun Farm
Learning

Teach Me,
Baby Tiger

ref. AZT-07-A-001

ref. AZT-07-A-002

ref. AZT-07-A-003

1+

∞∞ 5 merry ringtones
∞∞ 10 mixes and
melodies
∞∞ 33 funny sounds
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Dimensions (mm)

1+

Dimensions (mm)
159x220x33
82x135x17

∞∞ 8 funny ringtones
∞∞ 15 melodies and
mixes
∞∞ 10 animal sounds

1+

∞∞ 12 funny sounds
∞∞ 15 tunes and
ringtones
∞∞ 5 animal voices

Light and Sound Phone
From One to Five
ref. AZT-35-A-001

18m +
∞∞ 6 famous songs
∞∞ 11 amusing sounds
∞∞ 10 ringtones and mixes
∞∞ Magic lights

Dimensions (mm)
150x210x30
80x150

Old McDonald’s
Farm

Mary’s
Tunes

Dino
World

Animal
Planet

ref. AZT-35-A-005

ref. AZT-35-A-004

ref. AZT-35-A-003

ref. AZT-35-A-002

∞∞ 4 popular songs
∞∞ 18 tunes, sounds and
mixes
∞∞ Piano for performing
favourite tunes
∞∞ Magic lights

∞∞ 10 popular songs
∞∞ 12 amusing sounds
∞∞ Piano for performing
favourite tunes
∞∞ Magic lights

∞∞ 6 famous songs
∞∞ 22 animal voices and
cheerful phrases
∞∞ 11 amusing tunes
∞∞ Magic lights

Toy smartphones

It’s a very
special toy that
will surely delight the
babies! Popular songs,
amusing sounds, cheerful
lights and a real piano will
help a little one play even
a complicated melody! All
it takes is just to press
the pictures!

∞∞ 6 famous songs
∞∞ 22 animal voices and
cheerful phrases
∞∞ 11 amusing tunes
∞∞ Magic lights
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Toy Phone
First Animals
ref. AZT-94-A-002

1+
∞∞ 5 well-known tunes
∞∞ 9 funny mixes
∞∞ 9 animal voices
∞∞ First numbers

Dimensions (mm)
160x221x34

Toy smartphones

75x144

First Knowledge
ref. AZT-94-A-001

1+

Meeting
animals, learning
different bright colours
and shapes, and counting
to 10 – all of this is so easy
with a cool smartphone
for curious little ones!
And favourite tunes will
make learning fun and
entertaining!

∞∞ 5 well-known tunes
∞∞ 5 funny mixes
∞∞ 5 animal voices
∞∞ Real camera and phone sounds
∞∞ Shapes and numbers

Dimensions (mm)
160x221x34
75x144

Musical Forest

Musical Zoo

ref. AZT-94-A-003

ref. AZT-94-A-004

1+

1+

∞∞ 10 well-known tunes
∞∞ 10 funny mixes
∞∞ 7 musical instruments
∞∞ Real camera and alarm
sounds

∞∞ 10 well-known tunes
∞∞ 10 funny mixes
∞∞ 7 musical instruments
∞∞ Real camera and alarm
sounds

Dimensions (mm)
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Dimensions (mm)

160x221x34

160x221x34

75x144

75x144

Pet Phone
My Kitten
ref. AZT-10-A-002

3+
∞∞ 48 sounds and phrases
∞∞ 5 tunes
∞∞ 17 amusing tasks
∞∞ Magic projector
∞∞ ABC song!

Dimensions (mm)
160x221x34
74x144x13

Toy smartphones

Take care of
your kitten – play an
amusing game or treat it to
a tasty dinner, brush its fur or
put it to bed. Or maybe it’s time
for some dancing? Press the
pictures and listen to sounds,
phrases and favourite tunes,
and don’t forget to try out
the “flashlight” mode!

My Puppy
ref. AZT-10-A-001

3+
∞∞ 48 sounds
and phrases
∞∞ 5 tunes
∞∞ 17 amusing tasks
∞∞ Magic projector
∞∞ ABC song!

Dimensions (mm)
160x221x34
74x144x13
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Two-Sided Smartphones
Animal Phone
ref. AZT-39-A-001

3+
Dimensions (mm)

Toy smartphones

∞∞ 18 animal voices
∞∞ 5 numbers, shapes
and colours
∞∞ 28 tunes and ringtones
∞∞ 5 popular songs
∞∞ Flashing light

155x231x50
70x141

First knowledge
topics, sounds of
animals and popular songs,
delightful tunes and real
phone sounds — all in one
toy! A little one can just turn
the phone over to learn
colours, numbers and
shapes in a fun and
engaging way!

Fairy Phone
ref. AZT-39-A-003

3+

Dimensions (mm)
155x231x50
70x141

∞∞ 9 animal voices
∞∞ 9 amusing phrases
∞∞ 7 favourite fairy tales
∞∞ 4 popular songs
∞∞ Flashing light
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Musical Phone

3+

ref. AZT-39-A-004

Dimensions (mm)
70x141

3+

ref. AZT-39-A-002

∞∞ 3 famous fairy tales
∞∞ 12 tunes and ringtones
∞∞ 5 popular songs
∞∞ 10 numbers, shapes
and colours
∞∞ 5 animal voices
∞∞ Flashing light

Monkey Lessons

3+

ref. AZT-39-A-006

Dimensions (mm)
155x231x50
70x141

Cat School

∞∞ 18 cheerful sounds
∞∞ 14 tunes and ringtones
∞∞ 5 popular songs
∞∞ Colours, numbers,
shapes and letters
∞∞ Flashing light

3+

ref. AZT-39-A-005

∞∞ 45 sounds and tunes
∞∞ 8 realistic animal voices
∞∞ 20 questions and phrases
∞∞ Real piano
∞∞ Flashing light

Toy smartphones

155x231x50

Knowledge Phone

∞∞ 45 sounds and tunes
∞∞ 8 realistic animal voices
∞∞ 20 questions and phrases
∞∞ Real piano
∞∞ Flashing light
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Musical Watch
Noisy Animals
ref. AZT-15-A-001

3+
∞∞ 4 real animal voices
∞∞ 5 best-loved melodies
∞∞ 5 merry sounds and ringtones

Dimensions (mm)
133x266x20
40x222

Smart watches

A Musical Watch is
a real gift for any child!
A little one can just put it
on, press the buttons and
listen to the beloved melodies
and funny tunes with real
animal voices! A great
mood all day long is
guaranteed!

Busy Cars
ref. AZT-15-A-002

3+
∞∞ 4 real transport sounds
∞∞ 5 best-loved melodies
∞∞ 5 merry sounds and
ringtones

Dimensions (mm)
133x266x20
40x222
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Magic Watch
Funny Dinos
ref. AZT-38-A-002

3+
∞∞ 11 amusing tunes
∞∞ 7 funny sounds
∞∞ Twinkling light

Dimensions (mm)
100x145x100
45x235

Smart watches

The musical Magic
Watch is a very unusual
toy! As soon as a kid puts it
on – the cheerful dinos come
to life! Groovy tunes and
amusing sounds will entertain
any kid! Bonus – the light
blinks in time with the
music!

Little Monsters

Noisy Farm

ref. AZT-38-A-003

ref. AZT-38-A-001

3+

3+

∞∞ 11 amusing tunes
∞∞ 7 funny sounds
∞∞ Twinkling light

Dimensions (mm)

∞∞ 12 amusing tunes
∞∞ 5 animal voices
∞∞ Twinkling light

Dimensions (mm)

100x145x100

100x145x100

45x235

45x235
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CD-player
Merry Songs
ref. AZT-20-A-001

3+
∞∞ 4 disks: 1 song and 3 lovely
melodies per each disk side
∞∞ 4 favourite songs
∞∞ 12 famous melodies
∞∞ Flashing lights

Dimensions (mm)

Musical and entertaining toys

260x240x46
130x133

Baby Player
Ladybird

ref. AZT-18-A-003

2+

2+

Dimensions (mm)

Hedgehog

ref. AZT-18-A-002

ref. AZT-18-A-001

∞∞ 3 popular songs
∞∞ 6 merry tunes
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Tortoise

∞∞ 3 popular songs
∞∞ 6 merry tunes

Dimensions (mm)

2+
∞∞ 3 popular songs
∞∞ 6 merry tunes

Dimensions (mm)

194x190x27

194x190x27

194x190x27

110x112

100x117

114x115

Musical House
Farm Friends

Forest Pals

ref. AZT-70-A-001

ref. AZT-70-A-002

3+

3+

∞∞ 7 popular tunes
∞∞ 12 animal sounds
and phrases
∞∞ 3 fun games
∞∞ Piano sounds
∞∞ “Mix” mode for
accompanying
with animal voices
∞∞ Flashing lights

Dimensions (mm)
230x205x30

Magic Piano
Zoo Concert

Forest Concert

ref. AZT-72-A-001

ref. AZT-72-A-002

3+
∞∞ 10 enchanting tunes
∞∞ Two ways to play: Real piano
and Wonder piano
∞∞ Flashing lights

3+
Dimensions (mm)
242x185x41
226x149x29

∞∞ 10 enchanting tunes
∞∞ Two ways to play: Real piano
and Wonder piano
∞∞ Flashing lights

Musical and entertaining toys

285x255x52
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My First Music Maker
Baby Piano
ref. AZT-40-A-001

10m +
∞∞ 20 tunes and sounds
∞∞ Accompany
on the drums
∞∞ Flashes to the music

Dimensions (mm)

Musical and entertaining toys

194x168x52
130x118X33

Baby Accordion

Baby Trumpet

ref. AZT-40-A-002

ref. AZT-40-A-003

10m +

10m +

∞∞ Over 15 tunes and sounds
∞∞ Accompany with
fun sounds
∞∞ Flashes to the music

Baby Guitar

Dimensions (mm)
230x168x52
208x80x27

∞∞ Over 15 tunes
and sounds
∞∞ Flashes
to the music

Baby Tambourine

ref. AZT-40-A-004

ref. AZT-40-A-005

10m +
∞∞ Over 15 tunes and sounds
∞∞ Accompany with
fun sounds
∞∞ Flashes
to the music

Dimensions (mm)
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10m +
∞∞ 15 tunes and sounds
∞∞ Accompany with
fun sounds
∞∞ Flashes
to the music

Dimensions (mm)

185x212x52

195x168x52

98x175x30

123x123x28

Dimensions (mm)
195x168x77
140x95x70

Baby Microphone
Let’s Sing Together!
(green)

Dimensions (mm)
155X210X72

ref. AZT-41-A-001

140X60X60

10m +
∞∞ Over 10 songs,
tunes and sounds
∞∞ Flashes to
the music

Let’s Sing Together! (pink)
ref. AZT-41-A-003

10m +

Dimensions (mm)
155x210x72

∞∞ Over 10 tunes and sounds
∞∞ Flashes to the music

140x60x60

Let’s Sing Together!
(red)

Musical and entertaining toys

Singing,
dancing and rocking
with the colourful Baby
Microphone is so cool! A little
one can arrange a real show
with groovy dance tunes, listen
to the beloved songs or sing
to the music. The merry
bright flashing light
adds to the fun!

ref. AZT-41-A-002

10m +
∞∞ Over 10 tunes
and sounds
∞∞ Flashes
to the music

Dimensions (mm)
155x210x72
140x60x60

Let’s Sing Together!
(blue)
ref. AZT-41-A-004

10m +
∞∞ Over 10 tunes and sounds
∞∞ Flashes to the music

Dimensions (mm)
155x210x72
140x60x60
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Let’s Sing
Dance Hits
ref. AZT-49-A-001

3+
∞∞ 10 popular melodies
∞∞ Funny lights

Dimensions (mm)
154x220x65

Musical and entertaining toys

60x190

With this stunning
microphone, every child
can sing like a real star! As
soon as a kid presses the
button, the best-loved hits
start to play! 10 songs – on
3 buttons. Bonus! The
microphone’s lights
flash in time with the
music!

Disco Hits
ref. AZT-49-A-002

3+
∞∞ 10 favourite melodies
∞∞ Funny lights

Dimensions (mm)
154x220x65
60x190
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Sing With Me
Nursery Rhymes

ref. AZT-22-A-002

3+
∞∞ A microphone-shaped toy
∞∞ 12 popular melodies: 3 melodies
per one button

Dimensions (mm)
133x227x30
46x145

Christmas Songs
ref. AZT-22-A-001

3+
∞∞ A microphone-shaped toy
∞∞ 12 popular melodies:
3 melodies per
one button

Musical and entertaining toys

The Magic
Microphone will make
any day amazing! Now
a little one can sing famous
nursery rhymes and feel in
the limelight! 12 beloved
melodies in one wonderful
microphone will help any
child become a real
super star!

Dimensions (mm)
133x227x30
46x145
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Magic Light
Giraffe

ref. AZT-47-A-002

1+
∞∞ 5 popular tunes
∞∞ Amusing sounds
∞∞ Flashing lights

Dimensions (mm)
140x240x45

Musical and entertaining toys

120x162

The lovely Magic
Light Giraffe will
surely capture a child’s
attention! Favourite tunes,
funny sounds and bright
lights are all in one toy –
a perfect choice for
little fidgets!

Dino

ref. AZT-47-A-001

1+
∞∞ 5 popular tunes
∞∞ Amusing sounds
∞∞ Flashing lights

Dimensions (mm)
140x240x45
120x163
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Baby Animals
Sweet Owlet

ref. AZT-62-A-003

1+
∞∞ Colours, shapes and numbers
∞∞ Animal voices
∞∞ Funny sounds
∞∞ Popular tunes

Dimensions (mm)
186x210x50
114x138

Funny Froglet

Musical and entertaining toys

This little musical
owlet will become
a baby’s favourite! 10 bright
buttons on the owlet’s
tummy will help little ones
memorize numbers, shapes
and colours while amusing
sounds and popular tunes
will entertain them!

Cute Chick

ref. AZT-62-A-002

ref. AZT-62-A-001

1+

1+
∞∞ Colours, shapes and
numbers
∞∞ Animal voices
∞∞ Funny sounds
∞∞ Popular tunes

Dimensions (mm)

∞∞ Colours, shapes
and numbers
∞∞ Animal voices
∞∞ Funny sounds
∞∞ Popular tunes

Dimensions (mm)

186x210x50

186x210x50

122x132

116x138
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Animal Cuties
Pig

ref. AZT-59-A-014

1+
∞∞ 12 songs and tunes
∞∞ Flashing lights

Dimensions (mm)
190x210

Musical and entertaining toys

155x130
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Cow
ref. AZT-59-A-001

The little one
will surely love this
adorable Animals Cuties!
A wealth of musical
mixes, amusing sounds
and colourful flashing
lights will make any day
bright and fun!

Elephant

Horse

Cat

ref. AZT-59-A-002

ref. AZT-59-A-003

ref. AZT-59-A-004

Bear

Squirrel

Hare

Dino

Duck

Sheep

ref. AZT-59-A-008

ref. AZT-59-A-009

ref. AZT-59-A-010

Dog

Turtle

Hen

ref. AZT-59-A-011

ref. AZT-59-A-012

ref. AZT-59-A-013

ref. AZT-59-A-005

ref. AZT-59-A-006

ref. AZT-59-A-007

Musical and entertaining toys
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Rolling Monsters
Wacky

ref. AZT-54-A-003

1+
∞∞ 15 tunes and sounds

Dimensions (mm)
118x113x90

Musical and entertaining toys

80x80

Crabby

ref. AZT-54-A-001

1+
∞∞ 15 tunes and sounds

Dimensions (mm)
118x113x90
80x80

Boo! This
adorable little monster
will become any child’s
favourite! A kid can roll
the toy and it will laugh,
make silly sounds and play
amusing tunes. Terrible fun
and entertainment is
guaranteed!

Pinkie

ref. AZT-54-A-002

1+
∞∞ 15 tunes and sounds

Dimensions (mm)
118x113x90
80x80
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Rolling Friends
Bear Cub

ref. AZT-99-A-001

1+
∞∞ 20 tunes and sounds
∞∞ Soft to touch elements

Dimensions (mm)
160x153x100
90x90

Kitty

Piggy

ref. AZT-99-A-002

ref. AZT-99-A-003

1+
∞∞ 20 tunes and sounds
∞∞ Soft to touch elements

Dimensions (mm)

1+
∞∞ 20 tunes and sounds
∞∞ Soft to touch elements

Musical and entertaining toys

This cute Bear
Cub ball with soft
ears just loves to be
played with! A child will
love to roll it – the Bear Cub
will laugh and make silly
noises! Catching the ball and
dancing to the tunes is so
fun with a happy
Bear Cub!

Dimensions (mm)

160x153x100

160x153x100

90x90

90x90
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Roly Poly Duckling
Roly Poly Duckling
(green)
ref. AZT-122-A-001

9m +
∞∞ A classic roly poly toy!
∞∞ A cute character
∞∞ 8 funny tunes
∞∞ The button flashes to the music!

Dimensions (mm)

Musical and entertaining toys

145x210x120
110x150x100

Roly Poly Duckling
(blue)
ref. AZT-122-A-002

9m +

Dimensions (mm)
145x210x120
110x150x100

Busy Bus
Big Adventure
ref. AZT-143-A-001

18m +
It’s time to travel with Busy Bus Big
Adventure! Move, rotate,
spin and light – the bus is full
of interactive elements! Gaining
the first knowledge is so easy
and fun with Busy Bus! Press on
the buttons and listen to lively
and catchy educational
songs and phrases.
Let’s ride!
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∞∞ A classic roly
poly toy!
∞∞ A cute character
∞∞ 8 funny tunes
∞∞ The button flashes
to the music!

∞∞ Popular melodies
and tunes
∞∞ Educational songs:
numbers, shapes
and colours
∞∞ Active elements

Dimensions (mm)
250x270x65
225x165x33

Talking Thermometer
Talking Thermometer
ref. AZT-24-A-001

3+
∞∞ Play a doctor
∞∞ Take temperature
∞∞ Listen to amusing melodies
and fun sounds
∞∞ 3 lights – 3 temperature indicators

100x225x18
33x155

Musical and entertaining toys

Dimensions (mm)

It’s so cool to
become a real doctor
with such an unusual toy!
A kid can touch any surface
with the magic thermometer
and listen to doctor’s advice,
melodies and funny sounds!
The flashing lights will
show the temperature.

Magic Wand
Magic Wand
ref. AZT-16-A-001

2+
∞∞ 6 charming melodies
∞∞ 6 magic sounds for
waving the wand

Dimensions (mm)
130x225x20
56x158
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Baby Rattle
Giraffe
ref. AZT-132-A-001

6m +

Early development toys

∞∞ Funny sounds and tunes
∞∞ Active elements
∞∞ Soft textured ears
∞∞ Bright light
∞∞ Tactile rings

A little one
will be amazed
by a musical baby giraffe
that can sing! This cutest
rattle features an easy to
grasp handle with fun
colourful rings that
move along as the
toy is shaken.

130x165
80x183x50

Mouse
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Dimensions (mm)

Hare

ref. AZT-132-A-002

ref. AZT-132-A-003

6m +

6m +

Dimensions (mm)

Dimensions (mm)

130x165

130x165

102x181x50

100x194x50

Musical Rattle
Baby Elephant
ref. AZT-121-A-001

6m +
∞∞ 10 funny sounds and tunes
∞∞ Flashing light
∞∞ Active elements

Dimensions (mm)
140x130
120x140x35

Baby Owl

Baby Lion

6m +

6m +

ref. AZT-121-A-003

ref. AZT-121-A-002

Dimensions (mm)

Dimensions (mm)

140x130

140x130

125x140x35

105x155x35

Early development toys

With this bright
toy, it is so easy to
catch a baby’s attention!
The cute Baby Elephant
joyfully moves its trunk! It
is convenient to hold and
play with colourful rings.
Pressing on the glowing
tummy activates
merry tunes!
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Baby Phone
Happy Ladybug
ref. AZT-131-A-001

6m +
∞∞ 15 sounds and tunes
∞∞ Cute character
∞∞ Funny tunes and mixes
∞∞ Relief textures
∞∞ Safe baby mirror
∞∞ Clip for hanging

Dimensions (mm)
135x116

Early development toys

70x155x37

Funny Hedgehog
ref. AZT-131-A-002

6m +
∞∞ 15 sounds and tunes
∞∞ Cute character
∞∞ Funny tunes and mixes
∞∞ Relief textures
∞∞ Safe baby mirror
∞∞ Clip for hanging

Dimensions (mm)
135x116
70x155x37
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Soft Pad
My First Lessons
ref. AZT-103-A-003

2+
∞∞ First knowledge: numbers,

shapes, colours, letters
∞∞ Merry sounds
∞∞ Popular melodies
∞∞ Accompany mode
∞∞ Washable cover

Dimensions (mm)
250x200x45
200x156x35

Musical Farm

Musical Zoo

ref. AZT-103-A-001

ref. AZT-103-A-002

1+
∞∞ Voices of farm animals
∞∞ Musical instruments
∞∞ Merry mixes
∞∞ Popular melodies
∞∞ Accompany mode
∞∞ Washable cover

1+
Dimensions (mm)
200x250x45
156x200x35

Soft activity toys

This pad is a great
tactile toy which will
surely appeal to a curious
little one! Pressing on the
bright pictures, a kid will get
acquainted with numbers,
colours, shapes and letters
as well as will hear animal
voices and amusing
sounds!

∞∞ Voices of zoo animals
∞∞ Merry mixes
∞∞ Popular melodies
∞∞ Accompany mode
∞∞ Washable cover
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Soft Musical Piano
Happy Farm
ref. AZT-48-A-001

Dimensions (mm)

1+

292x192x63

Soft activity toys

∞∞ 11 animal sounds
∞∞ 5 musical instruments
∞∞ 5 famous tunes
∞∞ Colours, numbers

A lovely Musical
Piano is the most
unusual tactile toy!
It’s soft, colourful and
so enjoyable to play with!
Pressing the bright pictures,
listening to amusing sounds
and tunes ensures learning
and having fun!

Soft Musical Guitar

Funny Zoo
ref. AZT-48-A-002

1+
∞∞ 10 animal sounds
∞∞ 5 famous tunes
∞∞ Learn colours and letters

Dimensions (mm)
169x322x63
165x318
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267x183

Carry Along Guitar
Baby Giraffe
ref. AZT-78-A-001

1+
∞∞ 5 animal sounds
∞∞ 5 funny mixes
∞∞ 5 famous tunes
∞∞ ABC song and first knowledge songs

203x310x62
195x302x40

Soft activity toys

Dimensions (mm)

A soft
Baby Giraffe is a
fantastically musical toy!
Animal voices, fun mixes,
popular tunes and first
knowledge songs will capture
the attention of any little
one! Playing and learning
with Baby Giraffe
is so exciting!

Carry Along Piano
Baby Elephant
ref. AZT-77-A-001

1+

∞∞ 5 animal sounds
∞∞ 5 funny mixes
∞∞ 3 famous tunes
∞∞ Colours, numbers and
piano sounds

Dimensions (mm)
290x245x62
300x230x40
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My Best Friend
Talking Bear Cub
ref. AZT-97-A-001

6m +
∞∞ Amazing fairy tales
∞∞ Lovely lullabies
∞∞ Popular melodies
∞∞ ABCs and numbers

Dimensions (mm)
230x260x140

Soft activity toys

170x215x130

A little one
won’t have a single dull
moment with this toy! The
bear teaches first knowledge
topics, sings merry songs and
even tells fairy tales! It will
entertain a kid all day long, and
at bedtime it will lull them
to sleep with enchanting
lullabies.

Talking Puppy
ref. AZT-97-A-002

6m +
∞∞ Amazing fairy tales
∞∞ Lovely lullabies
∞∞ Popular melodies
∞∞ ABCs and numbers

Dimensions (mm)
230x260x140
170x210x130
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Sound Animal Ball
Froglet

ref. AZT-66-A-002

Dimensions (mm)

6m +

140x120

∞∞ Animal noises
∞∞ Funny sounds
∞∞ Popular tunes

170x135x80

Chick

Kitten

Piglet

ref. AZT-66-A-001

ref. AZT-66-A-003

ref. AZT-66-A-004

6m +

6m +

6m +

Dimensions (mm)

Dimensions (mm)

140x120

140x120

140x120

165x135x90

185x140x85

170x135x80

Musical
Baby Ball
Musical Baby Ball
ref. AZT-68-A-001

6m +
∞∞ Animals
∞∞ Sounds and tunes
∞∞ Bright ribbons
∞∞ Textures

Dimensions (mm)

Sound
Activity Cube

Soft activity toys

Dimensions (mm)

Happy Farm
ref. AZT-98-A-001

6m +
∞∞ Tactile elements
∞∞ Colourful ribbons
∞∞ Rustling ears
∞∞ Baby safe mirror
∞∞ Peek-a-boo element
∞∞ Textured teether

Dimensions (mm)

140x120

150x130

120x120

120x120
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Musical Bus Sorter
∞∞ Musical wheel – press
and listen!
∞∞ 10 funny tunes and
sounds
∞∞ Sorting elements
∞∞ Squeaker
∞∞ Ribbons
∞∞ Rustling elements
∞∞ Shapes, colours,
numbers
∞∞ Soft convenient handle

Beep Beep
on a Trip
ref. AZT-93-A-001

Soft activity toys

9m +

Dimensions (mm)
270x287x77
245x245x55

Are you ready to
set out on a fun journey
with an amazing Musical
Bus Sorter? This toy provides
so many activities to keep
a child entertained – listening
to fun tunes and sounds,
playing with active elements
and learning the first
knowledge.

Soft Move and
Groove Piano
Soft Move and
Groove Piano
ref. AZT-126-A-001

Dimensions (mm)
345x210x50

1+
∞∞ Over 30 sounds
∞∞ Tunes and mixes
∞∞ 2 modes to play
∞∞ Farm animals
∞∞ Popular tunes
∞∞ Magic piano
∞∞ Bright ribbons
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285x160x35

Activity Playmat
Funny Zoo
ref. AZT-64-A-001

6m +

∞∞ 6 bright ribbons
∞∞ Squeaker
∞∞ Baby safe mirror
∞∞ Tactile elements

Dimensions (mm)
480x310x59
700x800

Soft activity toys

The fabulous
bright playmat
welcomes a tiny tot at the
zoo to introduce to cute zoo
animals! This big mat features
tactile and rustling elements,
ribbons, a squeaker and even
a magic mirror – everything
a baby needs to develop
motor skills!

Little Penguin
ref. AZT-64-A-002

3m +
∞∞ Bright ribbons
∞∞ Rustling elements
∞∞ Baby safe mirror
∞∞ Movable elements
∞∞ Squeaker

Dimensions (mm)
480x310x59
780x800
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Touch and Feel Zoo
ref. AZT-64-A-003

3m +

Soft activity toys

∞∞ Bright ribbons
∞∞ Rustling elements
∞∞ Baby safe mirror
∞∞ Tactile insert
∞∞ Squeaker

Welcome to the
cute zoo! This lovely
mat is sure to catch the little
one’s attention! A big colourful
mat with adorable zoo animals
boasts tactile and rustling
elements, ribbons, a squeaker
and even a magic mirror –
everything a baby needs to
develop motor skills!
Dimensions (mm)
480x310x59
780x680

In the Wild
ref. AZT-64-A-005

3m +

Dimensions (mm)

∞∞ Squeaker
∞∞ Safe baby mirror
∞∞ Tactile insert
∞∞ Rustling
elements

480x310x70
700x700

Welcome
to the world of wild
animals! Colourful pictures,
tactile elements, a squeaker,
a safe baby mirror — all this
will help to develop motor
skills and the sense
of touch!
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Multi-Touch Crib
Bumper
Amusing Farm
ref. AZT-86-A-001

3m +
∞∞ Movable element
∞∞ Tactile insert
∞∞ Rustling element
∞∞ Safe baby mirror
∞∞ Squeaker

362x280x61
800x400

Tactile Growth
Chart

Soft activity toys

Dimensions (mm)

Sea Friends
ref. AZT-87-A-001

3m +
∞∞ Tactile inserts
∞∞ Bright ribbons
∞∞ Rustling
element
∞∞ Safe baby
mirror
∞∞ Squeaker

Dimensions (mm)
362x280x61
550x860
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Baby Touch Book
Colourful Zoo
Counting

Dimensions (mm)
165x200x45

ref. AZT-65-A-001

165x165

3m +

Soft activity toys

∞∞ Rustling element
∞∞ Baby safe mirror
∞∞ Squeaker
∞∞ Teether

My First Animals
ref. AZT-65-A-002

3m +
∞∞ Rustling element
∞∞ Baby safe mirror
∞∞ Squeaker
∞∞ Teether

Dimensions (mm)
165x200x45
165x165
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Soft Book
Farm
ref. AZT-79-A-001

3m +
∞∞ Rustling page
∞∞ Tactile insert
∞∞ Baby safe mirror
∞∞ Squeaker
∞∞ Teether elements

Dimensions (mm)
215x150x45
205x135x40

Soft activity toys

Zoo

ref. AZT-79-A-002

3m +
∞∞ Rustling page
∞∞ Tactile insert
∞∞ Baby safe mirror
∞∞ Squeaker
∞∞ Teether elements

Dimensions (mm)
215x150x45
205x135x40
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Sound Puzzles
Constructor House
ref. AZT-133-A-001

2+

Sound EVA products

∞∞ 17 sounds, mixes and tunes
∞∞ 21 soft removable pieces
∞∞ Learn colours, shapes
and numbers!

21 pieces of the
construction set can
easily be transformed into
the house of your dreams!
And just have a look − how
many amusing inhabitants live
in it! Ring the bell and get
to know them better, listen
to merry tunes, sounds
and mixes!

Dimensions (mm)
430x385x43
412x370x15

Soft ABC Tractor
ref. AZT-137-A-001

3+
Dimensions (mm)
300x265x50
75x75x8

∞∞ 38 two-sided soft
puzzles
∞∞ Letters, numbers,
colours and shapes
∞∞ Matching game
∞∞ Educational and
popular songs

Soft ABC
Tractor is a unique
set of soft puzzles that
will help a kid learn the
alphabet easily! In addition
to the tractor with trailer, it
features 38 double-sided
puzzles with the images of
letters, numbers, animals
and objects.
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Merry Farmhouse
ref. AZT-139 -A-001

18m +
∞∞ 9 two-sided puzzles
∞∞ Real animal voices
∞∞ Funny tunes and mixes
∞∞ Colourful ABC

Sound EVA products

It’s so much
fun to match Merry
Farmhouse Puzzle pieces
and complete colourful
pictures with the cute farm
animals! Learn the alphabet,
listen to merry mixes and
popular tunes, accompany
with animal voices and
have fun.

Dimensions (mm)
320x290x35
308x270x15

Sort and Play House
ref. AZT-135-A-001

2+
∞∞ 4 cheerful mixes
∞∞ 16 phrases and
funny sounds
∞∞ 5 famous melodies
∞∞ 8 removable figures
∞∞ Learn numbers,
colours and shapes!

Dimensions (mm)
340x310x35
300x31x15

A merry
house with sorting
elements will appeal
to any kid! A real piano,
groovy melodies, mixes and
sounds will fascinate a curious
little one! Insert the figures
and meet funny animals,
learn shapes, numbers
and colours!
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Soft Farm Blocks
ref. AZT-138-A-002

1+

Sound EVA products

∞∞ Assemble farm animals!
∞∞ 10 songs and animal voices
∞∞ 5 3D animal characters
to create
∞∞ 20 block
pieces

Dimensions (mm)
300x265x45
150x100

Soft Zoo Blocks
ref. AZT-138-A-001

1+
∞∞ Assemble zoo animals!
∞∞ 10 songs and animal
voices
∞∞ 5 3D animal characters
to create
∞∞ 22 block pieces

Dimensions (mm)
300x265x45
165x98
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This unusual
soft construction set
is sure to appeal to any
kid! 20 three-dimensional
pieces, 5 farm animals and a
music button will make playing
and learning captivating and
interesting! Imagine things
together with your
little one!

Soft Forest Blocks
ref. AZT-138-A-003

1+
∞∞ Assemble forest
animals!
∞∞ 10 songs and animal voices
∞∞ 5 3D animal characters
to create
∞∞ 23 block pieces

Dimensions (mm)
300x265x45
125x80

ref. AZT-138-A-004

1+

Sound EVA products

Soft Vehicles Blocks

∞∞ Assemble funny vehicles!
∞∞ 10 songs and vehicle
sounds
∞∞ Cool 3D vehicles to create
∞∞ 25 block pieces

Dimensions (mm)
300x265x45
115x117
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3D Happy Farm
ref. AZT-136-A-001

1+
∞∞ 10 sorting elements
∞∞ 12 tunes and
animal voices
∞∞ Colours, shapes
and numbers
∞∞ Add animal voices
to the mix
∞∞ Assemble 3D puzzles!

Dimensions (mm)
315x280x35

Sound EVA products

303x274x15

Farm Flash cards
ref. AZT-106-A-001

Dimensions (mm)
200x165x86

1+

155x152

∞∞ 7 favourite tunes
∞∞ 7 realistic animal voices
∞∞ 7 removable animal
figures
∞∞ 8 cards to play with
∞∞ Soft EVA material

Forest Flash cards
ref. AZT-106-A-002

Dimensions (mm)
200x165x86

1+
∞∞ 7 favourite tunes
∞∞ 7 realistic animal voices
∞∞ 7 removable animal
figures
∞∞ 8 cards to play with
∞∞ Soft EVA material
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160x152

Animal ABCs
ref. AZT-69-A-001

1+
∞∞ 5 soft animal figures
∞∞ 4 letters to sort
∞∞ ABC song
∞∞ 6 mixes and favourite tunes

Dimensions (mm)
322x276x37
147x138x11

Sound EVA products

This unusual sound
set of five soft figures
will definitely capture little
ones’ attention! Adorable
animals, removable letters,
songs, sounds and tunes are
all in one box. The Musical
Sorting Set equals lots
of fun!

Zoo Shapes

Yummy Numbers

Moms and Babies

ref. AZT-69-A-002

ref. AZT-69-A-003

ref. AZT-69-A-004

1+

∞∞ 5 soft animal figures
∞∞ 4 figures to sort
∞∞ Real animal sounds
∞∞ 7 mixes and favourite tunes

1+

∞∞ 5 soft figures
∞∞ 4 numbers to sort
∞∞ Amusing sounds
∞∞ 6 mixes and favourite tunes

1+

∞∞ 5 soft animal figures
∞∞ 4 figures to sort
∞∞ Real animal sounds
∞∞ 7 mixes and favourite tunes
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Go with Me
First Knowledge Bag
ref. AZT-134-A-001

Sound EVA products

∞∞ 20 phrases, sounds and tunes
∞∞ 18 soft removable pieces
∞∞ Numbers, shapes and colours
∞∞ Matching game

Dimensions (mm)
300x268x35
254x283x20

ABC BAG

ref. AZT-134-A-002

2+
∞∞ 20 phrases, sounds and tunes
∞∞ 26 soft removable pieces
∞∞ The ABCs and animals
∞∞ Matching game

Dimensions (mm)
300x268x35
254x283x20
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Soft Tablet
Zoo Puzzles
ref. AZT-27-A-001

1+
∞∞ Real animal voices
∞∞ Soft removable pieces
∞∞ Entertaining “Find me” tasks
∞∞ Groovy melodies

Dimensions (mm)
285x250x25
280x245

Farm Puzzles

First Knowledge

ref. AZT-27-A-003

Sound EVA products

A Soft Tablet will
impress curious little
ones! It is so easy now to
gain the first knowledge with
adorable animals, listening
to the tasks and real animal
voices! Kids can take the soft
colourful shapes out
of the tablet and play
with them!

ref. AZT-27-A-002

1+

∞∞ Real animal voices
∞∞ Soft removable pieces
∞∞ Entertaining “Find me” tasks
∞∞ Groovy melodies

1+

∞∞ Real animal voices
∞∞ Soft removable pieces
∞∞ Entertaining “Find me” tasks
∞∞ Groovy melodies
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Funny Sorting Toy
Bus

Dimensions (mm)

ref. AZT-80-A-003

305x280x35

1+

293x209x10

∞∞ Removable shapes
∞∞ Tactile ribbons
∞∞ Interesting tasks
∞∞ Sounds and tunes

House

ref. AZT-80-A-002

Tree

ref. AZT-80-A-001

Sound EVA products

1+

1+

∞∞ Removable shapes
∞∞ Tactile ribbons
∞∞ Interesting tasks
∞∞ Sounds and tunes

∞∞ Removable shapes
∞∞ Tactile ribbons
∞∞ Interesting tasks
∞∞ Sounds and tunes

Dimensions (mm)

Dimensions (mm)

305x280x35

305x280x35

266x270x10

270x257x10

Soft Musical Board
First Knowledge

ABC Learning

ref. AZT-81-A-002

ref. AZT-81-A-001

2+

2+

∞∞ 20 phrases, sounds,
tunes and tasks
∞∞ 26 soft removable
pieces
∞∞ Counting song
∞∞ Soft EVA material

∞∞ 20 phrases, sounds, tunes
and tasks
∞∞ 26 soft removable pieces
∞∞ ABC song
∞∞ Soft EVA material

Dimensions (mm)
403x312x36
390x300x15
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Sound EVA Puzzles
Farm

ref. AZT-58-A-001

1+
∞∞ 4 popular tunes
∞∞ 8 realistic animal sounds
∞∞ 9 big soft puzzle pieces

Dimensions (mm)
214x180x30
300x264

Sound EVA products

Big musical
EVA puzzles with soft
pieces, vibrant pictures
and animal sounds is an
exciting interactive toy! Kids
will have fun completing the
puzzle, listening to merry
tunes and accompanying
them with cheerful
animal voices!

Zoo
ref. AZT-58-A-002

1+
∞∞ 4 popular tunes
∞∞ 8 realistic animal
sounds
∞∞ 9 big soft puzzle
pieces

Dimensions (mm)
214x180x30
300x264
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Tactile Puzzles
Cute Dinos
ref. AZT-57-A-001

1+
∞∞ 4 dino puzzles
∞∞ 16 large pieces
∞∞ 4 tactile elements

Dimensions (mm)
215x180x33

Interactive puzzle sets

200x170

These adorable
large puzzles featuring
four dinosaurs with tactile
elements in the set will surely
become a little one’s favourite!
Vibrant pictures and big
figures will capture the
baby’s attention
immediately!

Zoo Animals
ref. AZT-57-A-002

1+
∞∞ 4 animal puzzles
∞∞ 16 large pieces
∞∞ 4 tactile elements
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Smart Glass
puzzles

Farm and Forest Animals
ref. AZT-23-A-001

1+
∞∞ Magnifying glass with flashing diodes
∞∞ 2 puzzles: forest and farm animals
∞∞ 16 pieces per one puzzle
∞∞ 20 animations

Dimensions (mm)
214x180x30
glass
puzzles

64x142
380x275

Interactive puzzle sets

A child will be
pleased to match bright
puzzle pieces, completing
colourful lawns with farm and
forest animals. With the Smart
Glass, little ones will activate
their imagination and
discover the animal
world!

My First Fairy Tales
ref. AZT-23-A-002

1+
∞∞ Magnifying glass with flashing diodes
∞∞ 2 puzzles: my first fairy tales
∞∞ 16 pieces per one puzzle
∞∞ 20 animations
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Smart Glass

educational cards
First Knowledge
ref. AZT-34-A-001

3+
∞∞ 12 two-sided cards
∞∞ Smart magnifying glass
∞∞ 50 animated pictures
∞∞ 8 topics to learn: numbers, shapes,
colours, opposites, seasons,
transport, professions, my day

Dimensions (mm)
230x200x25
glass

Educational cards

cards

64x142
195x150

This set of
educational cards
will definitely attract
children’s attention, as its
cute illustrations can come
to life right before their eyes!
All they need to do is put the
special Smart Glass over the
pictures and press the
button!

Funny Math
ref. AZT-34-A-002

3+
∞∞ 12 two-sided cards
∞∞ 54 animated pictures
∞∞ Smart magnifying glass
∞∞ 6 topics to learn: addition,
subtraction, comparison,
logic, math problems, tasks

Dimensions (mm)
230x200x25
glass
cards
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64x142
195x150

Learn and Grow Chart
On the Farm
ref. AZT-88-A-001

3+
Dimensions (mm)
350x295x38
340x865

Two-Sided Poster
ABC and Counting
ref. AZT-63-A-001

3+

∞∞ 80 sounds and words
∞∞ 6 games
∞∞ 16 famous songs
∞∞ 100 questions, riddles, logical pairs
∞∞ Write and erase area

Dimensions (mm)
455x210x36

Sound charts and posters

∞∞ 5 popular tunes
∞∞ 10 animal voices
∞∞ 10 fun mixes
∞∞ 10 animal facts
∞∞ Entertaining game and questions

Growing up with the
Learn and Grow height
chart is so exciting! It will
acquaint a little one with farm
animals, ask curious questions
and play cheerful tunes.
And the buttons on the scale
will tell kids how tall
they are!

410x577
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Musical Mat
In the Zoo
ref. AZT-30-A-001

1+

Sound mats

∞∞ 14 amusing sounds and
melodies
∞∞ 7 animal voices
∞∞ 2 modes to play
∞∞ Magic piano
∞∞ The animals sing along

Dimensions (mm)
377x258x40
700x500

Playing with this
wonderful musical mat,
a little one won’t be bored
for a second! A kid will meet
incredible zoo animals and
listen to their voices. Pressing
on the colourful notes,
they will enjoy funny
melodies!

On the Farm

Merry Piano

ref. AZT-30-A-002

ref. AZT-30-A-003

1+

∞∞ 14 amusing sounds and melodies
∞∞ 7 animal voices
∞∞ 2 modes to play
∞∞ Magic piano
∞∞ The animals sing along
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1+

∞∞ 14 amusing sounds and melodies
∞∞ 7 real musical instruments
∞∞ 2 modes to play
∞∞ Magic piano
∞∞ Add the musical instruments to the mix

Musical Playmat
ABC Farm
ref. AZT-82-A-001

1+
∞∞ 9 animal voices
∞∞ 20 funny sounds
∞∞ 10 popular tunes on one button
∞∞ Add animal voices to the mix
∞∞ First knowledge:
the ABCs, shapes and numbers

Dimensions (mm)
480x310x60
800x700

Colourful Safari
ref. AZT-82-A-002

Sound mats

This big
interactive playmat
will introduce kids to
farm animals that will help
little ones learn numbers and
shapes, and memorize the
ABCs. Accompanying popular
tunes with animal mixes
will surely delight
little ones!

Dimensions (mm)
480x310x60
800x700

1+
∞∞ 9 animal voices
∞∞ 30 funny sounds
∞∞ 10 popular melodies
∞∞ First knowledge: colours and numbers
∞∞ Magic piano: add animal voices to the mix
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Touch and Listen Mat
Musical Zoo Bus
ref. AZT-30-A-007

1+
∞∞ 5 popular tunes
∞∞ 10 animal voices
∞∞ 10 animal mixes
∞∞ 2 modes to play

Dimensions (mm)
377x258x40

Sound mats

700x500

A Musical
Zoo Bus is such a
curious mat! Pressing on
the zoo animals, kids will
hear their voices and funny
tunes; while pressing on the
portable stereo, they will
enjoy merry songs which
they can accompany with
animal voices.

Musical Farmhouse
ref. AZT-30-A-006

1+
∞∞ 12 animal voices
∞∞ 12 animal mixes
∞∞ 5 popular songs
∞∞ Add animal voices to the mix

Dimensions (mm)
377x258x40
700x500
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Sing and Dance Mat
If You’re Happy
ref. AZT-30-A-004

1+
∞∞ 10 popular songs
∞∞ 20 funny sounds
∞∞ 5 groovy tunes

Dimensions (mm)
377x258x40
700x500

Sound mats

This vibrant mat is
great for kids’ playing,
singing along, dancing and
having fun! A little one can
choose one of three modes –
Sound, Song or Melody – and
listen to real animal sounds,
cheerful tunes and
popular songs!

Animal Friends
ref. AZT-30-A-005

1+
∞∞ 7 best-loved songs
∞∞ 14 animal voices
∞∞ 7 funny melodies

Dimensions (mm)
377x258x40
700x500
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My First Musical Mat
Happy Friends
ref. AZT-96-A-001

1+
∞∞ Zoo animals
∞∞ Bright shapes
∞∞ ABC song
∞∞ Real piano keys
∞∞ 3 game modes

Dimensions (mm)
435x310x40

Sound mats

870x400
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Talking Growth Chart
My Little Zoo
ref. AZT-95-A-001

2+
∞∞ Popular tunes
∞∞ Zoo animals
∞∞ Fun counting
∞∞ Amusing facts
∞∞ The chart talks

Dimensions (mm)
435x310x40
400x870

Sound mats

The captivating
soft growth chart My
Little Zoo will teach the kid
to count, introduce to zoo
animals and share interesting
facts about them. Popular
tunes and animal voices will
surely put a smile on
the child’s face!
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Musical Animal Mat
Musical Dino Mat
ref. AZT-101-A-001

1+
∞∞ Dinos and their voices
∞∞ Musical instruments
∞∞ Numbers, colours and
shapes
∞∞ Popular melodies
∞∞ Accompany mode

Dimensions (mm)
360x280x60

Sound mats

780x560

This unusually
shaped musical
playmat will amaze little
ones! Together with the cute
dino, they will meet his cheerful
friends and hear their voices,
listen to the sounds of musical
instruments, learn their first
numbers, colours and
shapes!

Musical Fish Mat

Musical Elephant Mat

ref. AZT-101-A-003

ref. AZT-101-A-002

1+
∞∞ Sea animals
∞∞ Musical instruments
∞∞ Numbers, colours
and shapes
∞∞ Popular melodies
∞∞ Accompany mode
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1+
Dimensions (mm)
360x280x60
680x620

∞∞ Zoo animals
∞∞ Musical instruments
∞∞ Numbers, colours and
shapes
∞∞ Popular melodies
∞∞ Accompany mode

Dimensions (mm)
360x280x60
710x580

Musical Christmas Mat
ref. AZT-101-A-004

1+
∞∞ Popular Christmas
melodies
∞∞ Merry mixes
∞∞ Musical
instruments
∞∞ Animal voices

Dimensions (mm)
360x280x60
615x690

Sound mats
87

Notes
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